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Medcomic
Boasting more than two million pageviews per month, TheAwkwardYeti.com has
become a webcomic staple since its creation in 2012. In addition to tons of fan
favorites, Heart and Brain contains more than 75 brand new comics that have never
been seen online. From paying taxes and getting up for work to dancing with kittens
and starting a band, readers everywhere will relate to the ongoing struggle between
Heart and Brain.
A concise medical reference to recall the steps for performing a history and physical
exam. Keep one in the pocket of your white coat for a quick review on the go! Topics
include taking a patient's general history, review of systems, head-to-toe physical
exam, assessment, and plan.
For more than 25 years, The Only EKG Book You’ll Ever Need has lived up to its name
as an easy-to-understand, practical, and clear reference for everyday practice and
clinical decision making. Dr. Thaler’s ability to simplify complex concepts makes this an
ideal tool for students, teachers, and practitioners at all levels who need to be
competent in understanding how to read an EKG. Clear illustrations, clinical examples,
and case studies help you quickly learn how identify and interpret hypertrophy and
enlargement, arrhythmias, conduction blocks, pre-excitation syndromes, myocardial
infarction, and more. Features: New material throughout and shortened and simplified
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explanations ensure that you’re reading the most up-to-date, clear, and accurate text
available. More than 200 facsimiles of EKG strips provide greater insight into normal
and abnormal tracings, increasing your understanding of their clinical significance.
Clinical examples, interactive questions, and case studies put key concepts into realworld context so that what you learn is immediately usable. Full-color, simple
illustrations highlight important concepts and make challenging concepts easier to
understand. A companion ebook, with fully searchable text and interactive question
bank, makes this a great resource for students, teachers, and practitioners.
Practice your way to a high score in your anatomy & physiology class The human body
has 11 major anatomical systems, 206 bones, and dozens of organs, tissues, and
fluids—that’s a lot to learn if you want to ace your anatomy & physiology class! Luckily,
you can master them all with this hands-on book + online experience. Memorization is
the key to succeeding in A&P, and Anatomy & Physiology Workbook For Dummies
gives you all the practice you need to score high. Inside and online, you'll find exactly
what you need to help you understand, memorize, and retain every bit of the human
body. Jam packed with memorization tricks, test-prep tips, and hundreds of practice
exercises, it’s the ideal resource to help you make anatomy and physiology your
minion! Take an online review quiz for every chapter Use the workbook as a
supplement to classroom learning Be prepared for whatever comes your way on test
day Gain confidence with practical study tips If you’re gearing up for a career in the
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medical field and need to take this often-tough class to fulfill your academic
requirements as a high school or college student, this workbook gives you the edge you
need to pass with flying colors.
Reinforce your understanding by coloring all your favorite illustrations from Medcomic:
The Most Entertaining Way to Study Medicine. This book features jumbo-sized versions
of Jorge Muniz's world-famous educational cartoons, reformatted so you can add color!
Medcomic channels the creativity of cartoons into the field of medicine to make learning
medical concepts entertaining and fun. Studying medicine can be tedious and it's often
difficult to remember the vast amounts of information required to pass tests and
recertification exams. One of the most frustrating feelings in the world is staring at a
question during an exam, and not quite being able to recall the answer. "I just studied
this!" you say to yourself, but the details of the memory just aren't clear enough.
Medcomic solves this migraine problem by combining high quality art and humor to
make memorizing medical concepts easy and fun. You'll be so entertained it'll feel like
you're procrastinating, but you'll actually be gaining and retaining medical knowledge!
Medcomic has been adopted by university professors all around the world in an effort to
engage students and eliminate classroom cases of SIHB (Sleep Induced Head
Bobbing).
A unique mash-up of medical education and comic book-style illustration, Graphic
Guide to Infectious Diseases uses memorable art and humorous text to provide a
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seriously effective way to enhance your knowledge of complex medical conditions and
diseases. Emergency medicine physician Dr. Brian Kloss and illustrator Travis Bruce
use pop culture references, nostalgia, and unconventional humor to bridge the gap
between challenging microbiology content and clinical knowledge of infectious
diseases. Offers an innovative, concise, and fun way to learn about diseases, their
signs and symptoms, and how to treat them – perfect for the busy medical student.
Improves understanding and retention of complex information by using high-quality
graphic illustrations mixed with solid educational content – ensuring a high-interest, highyield resource with a large dose of humor and an innovative writing style. Uses visual
learning to boost memorization, long-term retention, and exam performance.
With 8 Minutes in the Morning you will: NOT do aerobics, NOT spend hours in the gym,
and NOT be on a starvation diet. What's Jorge's get-slim secret? Just 8 minutes of his
unique strength-training moves done in the privacy of your home. A few minutes each
morning is all you need to lose up to 2 pounds a week. Add the cutting-edge eating
program that teaches you how to eat the right fats to satiate your hunger and cut your
calories, plus a daily dose of motivational support from Jorge, and weight loss has
never been easier! Jorge's fat-burning program includes: Two super-quick moves a day
A delicious eating plan where you don't count calories and you must eat fat Daily pep
"talks" to help you hit the ground running Access to Jorge's online community that will
help keep you encouraged and connected Plus, you'll find Jorge's brand-new "On-thePage 4/19
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Go" Weight-Loss Travel Cards inside. So get ready to look slimmer, sexier, stronger in
just 8 minutes!
"In this book, Kate Ward addresses the issue of inequality from the perspective of
Christian virtue ethics. Her unique contribution is to argue that moral luck, our individual
life circumstances, affects one's ability to pursue virtue. She argues that economic
status functions as moral luck and impedes the ability of both the wealthy and the
impoverished to pursue virtues such as prudence, justice, and temperance. The book
presents social science evidence that inequality reduces empathy for others' suffering,
and increases violence, fear, and the desire to punish others. For the wealthy,
inequality creates "hyperagency" - abundant freedom, power, and choice beyond that
enjoyed by other members of society. For the poor, scarcity of time, money, and other
important goods can also impair their ability to pursue virtue. Having established the
theological harm caused by inequality, Ward then makes the argument that both
individual Christians and Christian communities have obligations to address the impact
of inequality. As individuals, Christians should pursue what Ward calls encounter,
conversion, and contentment. Encounter means genuinely reaching out to the less
fortunate and spending enough time to get to know individuals as human beings. For
Ward, conversion means informing oneself about the realities of poverty and inequality.
Contentment means being satisfied with one's position and not striving for more
material wealth. Christian communities, in Ward's view, have obligations to pursue
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political action, tithing, and aid, and to foster encounters in parishes and educational
settings"-The untold story of Real Madrid: one of the most incredible turnarounds in sports and business
history. Real Madrid is the most successful sports team on the planet. The soccer club has
more trophies than any other sports team, including 11 UEFA Champions League trophies.
However, the story behind the triumph goes beyond the players and coaches. Generally
unnoticed, a management team consisting mostly of outsiders took the team from near
bankruptcy to the most valuable sports organization in the world. How did Real Madrid achieve
such extraordinary success? Columbia Business School adjunct professor Steven G. Mandis
investigates. Given unprecedented behind-the-scenes access, Mandis is the first researcher to
rigorously ana- lyze both the on-the-field and business aspects of a sports team. What he
learns is completely unexpected and challenges the conventional wisdom that moneyballfueled data analytics are the primary instruments of success. Instead, Real Madrid's winning
formula both on and off the field, from player selection to financial management, is based on
aligning strategy with the culture and values of its fan base. Chasing the most talented (and
most expensive) players can be a recipe for a winning record, but also financial disaster, as it
was for Real Madrid in the late 1990s. Real Madrid's management believes that the club exists
to serve the Real Madrid community. They discovered that its fans care more about why the
team exists, how their club wins, and whom it wins with versus just winning. The why, how, and
whom create a community brand and identity, and inspire extraordinary passion and loyalty,
which has led to amazing marketing and commercial success—in turn, attracting and paying for
the best players in the world, with the values the fans expect. The club's values and culture
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also provide a powerful environment for these best players to work together to win trophies.
The Real Madrid Way explains how Real Madrid has created and maintains a culture that
drives both financial and on-the-field success. This book is an engrossing account of the
lifetime of one of the greatest clubs in the most popular sport in the world, and for business and
organization leaders, it's an invaluable inside look at a compelling alternative model with lasting
competitive advantages that can deliver superior and sustainable returns and performance.
Doctors are taught how to cure people. But they don’t always know how to care for them.
Hardly anyone is happy with American healthcare these days. Patients are getting sicker and
going bankrupt from medical bills. Doctors are burning out and making dangerous mistakes.
Both parties blame our nation’s outdated and dysfunctional healthcare system. But that’s only
part of the problem. In this important and timely book, Dr. Robert Pearl shines a light on the
unseen and often toxic culture of medicine. Today’s physicians have a surprising disdain for
technology, an unhealthy obsession with status, and an increasingly complicated relationship
with their patients. All of this can be traced back to their earliest experiences in medical school,
where doctors inherit a set of norms, beliefs, and expectations that shape almost every
decision they make, with profound consequences for the rest of us. Uncaring draws an original
and revealing portrait of what it’s actually like to be a doctor. It illuminates the complex and
intimidating world of medicine for readers, and in the end offers a clear plan to save American
healthcare.
Completely revised and updated, with a totally new look! The previous edition of this book is
The Ultimate Medical Mnemonic Comic Book: Color Version (ISBN 978-1532726217) The
Ultimate Medical Mnemonic Comic Book combines mnemonics, over 150 cartoons, bullet
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points, and humor to review and retain important medical information. Whether you’re a
medical student, physician, physician assistant, nurse, student, or other health care
professional, you need to access a vast wealth of information quickly and accurately. From the
finer points of human physiology to differential diagnoses, pharmacology, and complex medical
procedures, you’re expected to have the facts you need, when you need them. Memorizing
and retaining so much information is a gargantuan task. Health care professors Dwayne A.
Williams and Isaak. N. Yakubov are here to help with hundreds of health care–related memory
aids. While not intended to be a sole source of information, Williams and Yakubov’s work
offers a lighthearted but effective supplement to traditional textbooks. Clever mnemonics and
funny wordplay stick in your head, while cartoons offer memory anchors for visual learners.
The Ultimate Medical Mnemonic Comic Book adds entertainment and laughter to what would
otherwise be a grueling test of memory. Whether you’re still studying or just need a quick
mental refresher, The Ultimate Medical Mnemonic Comic Book helps you learn and retain the
knowledge you need to succeed in your chosen health care career.
MedcomicThe Most Entertaining Way to Study Medicine, Third Edition
Ever wonder what conservative or alternative treatments are available for your knee pain?
Having knee pain is no fun as you'll see in reading Dr. Jason Hammond's medcomic book "The
Guud Book on Stem Cells for Joint Pain Volume 3 (Guud books)." Jen experiences the roller
coaster highs and lows of living with an unpredictable knee. She courageously juggles family
life, her career, and the opinions of friends and relatives as she makes difficult decisions about
her care; the same care that caused her dad to lose his leg. This stem cell therapy book will
help you learn some of Dr. Hammond's very clear messages: Go to the doctor, discuss ALL of
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your options and then make your well-educated decision seeing your treatment from all angles.
How the Guud comic books series can help YOU manage your chronic pain. How to effectively
cope with your arthritis knees once and for all. How medical stories (fiction) can illuminate the
path to your recovery. Learn how to take care of your knee pain today - Scroll back up and
click to buy NOW!
Mnemonics for Medical Students is a fun and unique learning aid that covers the key
components of medicine. Divided into 9 sections, General Practitioner and tutor, Dr Khalid
Khan presents his collection of short, snappy mnemonics in a varied and user-friendly way,
enabling the reader to remember vast amounts of information with ease. In addition, further
learning aids such as information boxes are used throughout the text to help develop your
understanding. Packed with motivational hints, study methods and last minute revision tips
plus advice on how to effectively manage your study time, this book is an essential guide to
revision and exam success. Key features: · Highly relevant mnemonics with the opportunity to
add your own · Student-friendly format, with key diagrams and 'swot' boxes · Advice on study
methods such as record cards, making notes, memory aids, association, linking, environment
and mind maps. · Guidance on before, and after the exam · Fully indexed and crossreferenced This book is a rapid revision aid covering the whole of medicine with strategies
based on mnemonics for remembering, and a fun and unusual learning aid that presents
detailed information in an extremely user-friendly way
This is database of medical and Pharmaceutical mnemonics to help remember the important
details which is miraculous for medical, paramedical, pharmacy courses and other medical and
pre-medical related competitive exams
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This fun, pocket-sized and practical guide is jam-packed with helpful tips on how to remember
those all-important medical facts crucial to exam success and invaluable throughout the
medical career. New to this edition are 35 additional mnemonics, more information on
prescribing, a section on the use of 'smart drugs' when studying, additional SWOT boxes and
an improved interior layout with more colour for added clarity. The third edition remains an
essential read for every medical student.
The full spectrum of emergency medicine captured in one full-color pocket manual Written by
clinicians engaged in the day-to-day practice of emergency medicine, this handy manual is
derived from Tintinalli’s Emergency Medicine, Eighth Edition, the field’s most trusted text.
Packing a remarkable amount of information in such a compact presentation, this trusted pointof-care partner is composed of brief chapters focusing on clinical features, diagnosis and
differential, and emergency management and disposition. With its unmatched authority and
easy-to-use organization, Tintinalli’s Emergency Medicine Manual, is the surest, most
convenient way to assure skillful and timely patient care in the acute care setting. • Rich fullcolor design with an increased number of photos and line drawings • Numerous tables, making
information easy to access • Completely revised content to match current practice • Covers
both adult and pediatric populations
The first critical guide to cover the history, form and key critical issues of the medium,
Webcomics helps readers explore the diverse and increasingly popular worlds of online
comics. In an accessible and easy-to-navigate format, the book covers such topics as: ·The
history of webcomics and how developments in technology from the 1980s onwards presented
new opportunities for comics creators and audiences ·Cultural contexts – from the new
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financial and business models allowed by digital media to social justice causes in
contemporary webcomics ·Key texts – from early examples of the form such as Girl Genius
and Penny Arcade to popular current titles such as Questionable Content and Dumbing of Age
·Important theoretical and critical approaches to studying webcomics Webcomics includes a
glossary of crucial critical terms, annotated guides to further reading, and online resources and
discussion questions to help students and readers develop their understanding of the genre
and pursue independent study.
Learn Clinical Toxicology the Easy Way! 154 full-color flashcards teach you to recognize and
treat drug overdoses and poisonings The most fun, engaging, and effective way to learn
clinical toxicology Each card takes an illustrated approach to a particular syndrome or toxin
reminding you of all you have to know On the back of each card, succinct text describes the
typical presentation, signs and symptoms, mechanisms of action, treatment, and clinical
pearls. Covers all major drug overdoses and poisons A great way to study on the go, quiz
yourself, or brush up just before an exam
When Jo discovers she has a brain tumor, the Medikidz teach her about the different functions
of the brain, how a tumor can form and spread, and what to expect from brain tumor tests and
treatment.
Neuroanatomy is an extremely complex subject. Overwhelmed by anatomical detail, students
often miss out on the functional beauty of the nervous system and its relevance to clinical
practice. This book resolves this dilemma, using high-quality radiological images, interactive
pedagogy & case studies to bring the subject to life.
It’s a fun, visual review for the NCLEX! Illustrated Study Guide for the NCLEX-RN® Exam, 8th
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Edition covers all the nursing concepts and content found on the latest NCLEX-RN
examination. A concise outline format makes studying easier, and 2,300 NCLEX exam-style
review questions (including alternate item formats) are included to test your knowledge at the
end of each chapter and on the Evolve companion website. Written by NCLEX expert JoAnn
Zerwekh, this study guide uses colorful illustrations and mnemonic cartoons to help you
remember key concepts for the NCLEX-RN exam. UNIQUE! Mnemonic cartoons provide a fun,
easy way to review and remember key nursing concepts and disease processes. UNIQUE!
The integrated systems approach incorporates pediatric, adult, and older adult lifespan
considerations in each body system chapter. UNIQUE! Appendixes for each chapter
summarize medications and nursing procedures for quick reference. Electronic alternate item
format questions on Evolve prepare you for the interactive question types on the computerized
NCLEX examination, including priority drag-and-drop and hot-spot (illustrated point-and-click)
questions. Practice questions on the Evolve companion website are available in both study and
quiz modes and separated by content area, allowing you to create a customized review
experience based on your personal study needs. Answers and rationales for all review
questions show why correct answers are right and incorrect options are wrong. NEW! 2,300
review questions are now included on the Evolve companion website. Two NEW alternate item
question types are added: graphic options and questions incorporating audio. UPDATED
content reflects the latest NCLEX-RN test plan and incorporated important clinical updates.
NEW! Page references to an Elsevier textbook are provided with each question, for further
study and self-remediation. NEW! Disorder names are highlighted in color in the index for quick
reference. EXPANDED coverage of management of care reflects the increased percentage of
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this content on the NCLEX-RN test plan.
The most popular annual guide of its kind—fully revised and updated to reflect all new clinical
developments in every field of medicine For 60+ years, CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and
Treatment?the flagship volume of the renowned Lange medical series?has been delivering the
authoritative information students, residents, and clinicians need to build their medical
knowledge, expertise, and confidence. Written by top experts in their fields, this unmatched
guide is formatted in a way that enables you to find the answers you need quickly and easily.
CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and Treatment 2022 focuses completely on solving practical
bedside clinical issues without spending too much time on pathophysiology. It includes full
review of all primary care topics, including gynecology, obstetrics, dermatology,
ophthalmology, otolaryngology, psychiatry, neurology, toxicology, and urology. You’ll find
everything you need to know about inpatient and outpatient care, along the with the most
relevant diagnostic tools for day-to-day practice. Features: 320 images Hundreds of quickaccess drug treatment tables, with indexed tradenames and updated drug prices Includes an
annual review of advances in HIV treatment Includes Essentials of Diagnosis for most
diseases/disorders Diagnostic/treatment algorithms present critical information in an at-aglance format Up-to-date references provide peer-reviewed, evidence-based information
"Electronic only" chapters available to all book customers, not just to CMDT online subscribers
Expanded chapter content available online and in ebook for all chapter content
Infectious Diseases Emergencies is a succinct guide to the infectious disease processes most
commonly seen in practice.
Anatomy Studymate explains human anatomy the way it is meant to be explained, by maps
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and mnemonics instead of complicated pictures and long paragraphs. This book has 5
chapters covering the main regions of the body: upper limb, lower limb, thorax, abdomen &
pelvis and head & neck. It includes 235 topics further divided into 131 easy to remember
mnemonics, 51 maps for a simple diagrammatic view of various anatomical structures, 30
tables summarizing almost all the muscles of the human body and finally 23 summary verses
for extremely important topics that couldn't fit in one of the previous 3 categories, and yet can
not be ignored. This book is simply my study notes during my undergraduate study, then the
exams for the master's degree in surgery, and finally the step A exam of the membership of the
royal college of surgeons (MRCS). And don't worry, I passed them all, so you can depend on
this book for a valid reason. Anatomy Studymate is not meant to replace anatomy text books.
Unless coffee mate was meant to replace coffee. Think of it like a side dish, that can't feed you
alone. Yet, it adds a flavor to your meal. Ok!! Enough coffee and dinner talk. Bottom line, this
book can really help you in many ways. When you study a topic for the first time, it can offer
you a simpler -or sometimes deeper insights. Writing the mnemonics in your main source next
to each topic is a good idea. Also during revision, I think that condensing the important topics
of anatomy in 150 low-text and details-free pages can be helpful. At last during your
postgraduate study, this book can be particularly helpful to remember the highlights and the
hot topics, which are always the core of exams like masters, PhD and even MRCS.
The Final Battle is here! Who will come out the other side? Zoe and Emma's struggle to reunite
may result in far reaching effects on a new system while Inara's role is still in question. A trap is
set... but is it for Emma and her crew or Blue Sun?
Finally, studying is fun. Medcomic's combination of art, humor, and medicine makes it easy to
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recall information and pass exams.
A leading Denmark poet presents a tale in the style of a logic puzzle or house of mirrors in
which two men--one who is a writer and the other who is the main character in the writer's
novel--interact in ways that bring into question which of them is real and which is not, a
dynamic that is complicated by the writer's impregnation of five different women. Original.
This new edition has been fully updated to provide trainees with the latest guidelines for
diagnosis and examination in clinical medicine. Beginning with a general introduction to the
topic, the following sections discuss signs and symptoms and examination techniques for
different systems of the body, including cardiovascular, respiratory, abdominal, and the central
nervous system. The final chapter presents problem-oriented charts with probable diagnosis.
The second edition includes new photographs, charts, X-Rays and ECGs, as well as self
assessment questions in each chapter to assist revision. Key points New edition providing
latest guidelines for diagnosis and examination in clinical medicine Includes self assessment
questions to help revision Second edition features new photographs, charts, X-Rays and ECGs
Previous edition (9788184481716) published in 2008
Synopsis: In addition to comprehensive coverage of the four areas of nursing: medical/surgical,
maternal/newborn, pediatrics, and psychiatric, the Ninth Edition of this classic reference book
features a variety of useful updates. New to this edition is an appendix of vitamins and herbs,
necessary for dealing with patients who treat themselves with popular dietary supplements.
Also unique to this edition are an increased emphasis on home care and geriatrics, Drug
Alerts, Standards of Care, and additional patient teaching information that includes
complementary therapies. Popular features, including Procedure Guidelines, Nursing Alerts,
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and Gerontologic Alerts have been expanded. New illustrations appear throughout. Features:
Written in outline format, organized with subheads for ease of finding information.; - Each
disorder entry is designed to highlight nursing care by grouping nursing management material
together.; -- Contains extensive procedure guidelines - many hospitals, etc. use this as a
procedure and policy manual.; - Includes Nursing Alerts, Drug Alerts, Gerontologic Alerts that
highlight critical information. New to this Edition: Has 2 new chapters: "Standards of Care of
Legal Issues" and "Geriatrics and Health Applications." Home care section added to Chapter
1.; - Herbal and complementary therapy information is incorporated throughout text and
appendix.; - New information regarding problems of infants added to Chapter 38.
* This book is spiral bound - and it is ALL in COLOR It contains 116 pages (pocket-size = 5.5"
x 4.25" ). * Rapid-Find Contents is on the inside-front-cover - and Summary ECG Crib Sheet
on the back-inside-cover. * NO prior knowledge of ECGs is required to read this book. I
assume you have never seen an ECG before - or have had no more than minimal exposure.
For non-medical providers who read this book - this book may be a beginning AND end point
that should answer your questions about what an ECG is - Why and When this test is ordered and What can be learned from interpreting the tracing in light of the clinical situation. * For
OTHERS (ie, students in any health care profession and medical providers new to ECG
interpretation) - this book is an excellent Starting Point (after completion the reader who wants
to learn more will be more than ready for my ECG-2014-Expanded PB or ePub products). *
Included in the content of this book is an introduction to the history of the ECG - the basic
components of ECG interpretation, including assessment of Rate - Rhythm - Intervals - Axis Hypertrophy and - Ischemia/Infarction (= QRST Changes) - and presentation of a Systematic
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Approach to interpretation that provides a checklist to the essential components that should be
assessed by all medical providers, whatever their level of training.
Adult Coloring book, funny. Old ladies doing what old ladies do

Expanded, updated, and now in full color throughout, this Fourth Edition presents vital
pathophysiology information in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-remember, entertaining,
and practical manner. Chapters cover cancer, infection, immune disorders, genetics,
blood, and disorders of each body system, highlighting pathophysiologic processes,
signs and symptoms, diagnostic test findings, and current treatments. Illustrations,
memory joggers, and other special features help readers understand and remember
key points. This edition's expanded cancer chapter covers more types of cancer. The
Practice Makes Perfect self-test includes more NCLEX®-style questions, with rationales
for correct and incorrect answers. A companion website on thePoint will offer additional
information, illustrations, memory joggers, and study cards.
Colorful mnemonic cartoons and illustrations make it fun and easy to remember key
facts and nursing concepts for the NCLEX-RN?® examination.
???Each dermatologist that was board certified after 1992 is required by the American
Board of Dermatology to take a recertification exam every ten years. One of the major
components of the exam is to be able to identify clinical photographs of approximately
200 skin diseases, and while there are other components to the test, they vary
according to subspecialty. However, everyone is required to identify the images, so
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several months before the exam, the American Board of Dermatology releases a list of
the skin diseases that will be tested, but does not provide the images or reveal which
ones will appear. Review of Clinical Conditions for the Dermatology Recertification
Examination provides a thorough, concise review of clinical images of the specific
conditions that the reader will be required to recognize during the American Board of
Dermatology recertification test. In addition, concise key clinical features for each image
will be provided that will assist the reader in recognizing the clinical images on the
examination, enabling them a more efficient way to study for the test without having to
look up images online or in a large text book. Written by a board certified dermatologic
surgeon who recently took the recertification exam, this book proves indispensable to
dermatologists taking the exam or residents who want a quick reference of the clinical
appearances of the main conditions generally encountered by a dermatologist.? ??
A state-of-the-art resource with everything you need for fast ECG interpretation!
Lippincott's Fast Facts for NCLEX-RN is a targeted study tool providing 5,000 essential
nursing facts for review for the NCLEX-RN exam. Arranged in a bullet point format for
fast and easy review, these essential nuggets of information are organized around the
major subject areas on the exam: adult health, maternal-neonatal nursing, pediatric
nursing, psychiatric nursing, pharmacology, and management of care. The number of
nursing facts and concise presentation are perfect for testing yourself on critical
information needed to pass the exam. With an appendix providing study tips, test-taking
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strategies and other insider information, you can test your knowledge, study more
efficiently, and approach the exam with confidence.
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